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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

In December 2001, the U.S. Congress approved a reauthorization of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and renamed it the “No Child Left Behind Act”
(P.L. 107-110, H.R. 1). ESEA was first enacted in 1964 by President Lyndon Johnson to
supplement state and local efforts to provide all children with high-quality educa-
tion. It has been reauthorized and renamed several times; in its newest incarnation
as the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), however, it has broader scope and is more
ambitious than any previous federal school reform legislation. One of the major
changes in NCLB is an emphasis on accountability based on student test results.

Understandably, state policymakers, district administrators, school principals, and
others who are responsible for implementing NCLB are looking for guidance to help
them comply with the legislation and make their schools as effective as possible. The
goal of this paper is to provide some of that guidance.1

With support from the Hewlett Foundation, RAND researchers examined the litera-
ture on educational accountability systems and drew out the ideas that are relevant
to states’ existing test-based accountability systems and to the accountability provi-
sions in NCLB. We also convened a discussion forum of 16 individuals who have
contributed to current discussions of accountability from a variety of perspectives
and who were able to voice contrary visions in a constructive way. We tried to read,
listen, and learn from all these sources; this paper represents our synthesis of the
various points of view on accountability in education. We believe this paper will be of
interest to all affected by NCLB, including education policymakers at the state and
district levels, school administrators, teachers, and parents. It also offers insights for
federal policymakers as they make refinements to the NCLB regulations in the future.

This paper is organized as follows.

• Chapter Two provides more background about NCLB, including a brief discus-
sion of accountability systems in general and a description of the specific
accountability components of NCLB.

______________ 
1It is important to note that the NCLB legislation has a number of provisions that do not directly relate to
the topic of accountability. These provisions include teacher quality, reading instruction, and scientifically
based practice. We have omitted them from the present discussion to allow us to focus on the central topic
of accountability.
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• Chapter Three discusses the underlying conditions that we believe must be pres-
ent for NCLB to work as intended. These represent unstated challenges that must
be met for the reform to succeed.

• Chapter Four provides some guidance, based on the analyses in Chapter Three,
to help policymakers and educators better meet the goals of NCLB.

EDUCATIONAL REFORMS ADDRESS THE ACHIEVEMENT GAP

School reforms, including NCLB, were developed in response to the widespread per-
ception that students in the United States are not learning enough. Many point to the
gap between the performance of U.S. students and those from other countries on
international comparisons as evidence that we are not preparing students ade-
quately (Schmidt, McKnight, and Raizen, 1997). They fear this deficiency will affect
our national productivity and international competitiveness.

Other researchers point out that the relative performance of U.S. students looks
stronger when the comparisons control appropriately for the curricula countries
have adopted, the grades in which the material is taught, and the selectivity of the
test-taking group (Schmidt, Wolfe, and Kifer, 1992; Kifer, 1992; U.S. Department of
Education, 1996). However, even these critics acknowledge that there are vast differ-
ences in performance within the United States, with far too many students perform-
ing poorly. Primary evidence about the performance of U.S. students is provided by
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), which reveals substantial
differences among states and among students from different backgrounds. Data
from state testing programs further substantiate the gaps between student groups.
Students from low-income households, students of color, and students whose native
language is not English perform less well on achievement tests than do other stu-
dents and have done so for decades. For many in the United States, this is the central
problem that educational reform must address.

A variety of approaches have been tried for addressing the gap in achievement
between the “haves” and the “have-nots” in the United States. ESEA was the first
major, federal effort to address this problem by providing resources to meet the
needs of students who had educational disadvantages related to family and com-
munity characteristics. In the roughly 40 years since the inception of ESEA, federal
and state governments have created a wide variety of other programs to tackle this
same problem. These efforts have incorporated many approaches to improvement,
including new curriculum, new types of testing, new instructional models, and new
management structures (Tyack and Cuban, 1995). NCLB, the latest in this series of
educational reform efforts, is distinctively different from most state and federal pro-
grams that preceded it because of the emphasis on accountability.

ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION

The cornerstone of NCLB is test-based accountability. Advocates of the reform argue
that, in the past, educators have never been held responsible for student learning.
Instead, teachers and administrators are paid (i.e., rewarded) according to their edu-
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cational backgrounds and their longevity in the profession. As a result, educators feel
no personal or collective responsibility for how much students learn. Previous
reforms failed, supporters of accountability argue, because they focused on resources
(e.g., some provisions of the Title I legislation) or on practices (e.g., curriculum proj-
ects) but never on outcomes. Pointing to successful private-sector management
practices as a model, accountability advocates contend that student achievement
will improve when educators are judged in terms of student performance and when
these judgments carry some consequences for educators.

Although there are many ways to conceptualize accountability, the most common
approach is one that rewards or punishes schools and school staff on the basis of
student scores on achievement tests. Such test-based accountability systems
embody the belief that public education can be improved through a simple strategy:
Set achievement goals; test all students; and attach high stakes to the outcome of the
tests in the form of rewards when scores improve and sanctions when they do not. In
the 1990s, test-based accountability systems were initiated in several states, includ-
ing Kentucky, Maryland, and Texas; these systems served as models for the current
NCLB approach to accountability.

Most accountability systems, including NCLB, share three common features:

• Goals. Explicit statements of desired student performance establish shared
expectations for all parties.

• Assessments. An objective system for measuring attainment of goals provides a
basis for judging success.

• Incentives. Financial and administrative incentives motivate administrators,
teachers, and students to maximize effort and effectiveness.

The logic of the system is simple (see Figure 1). The goals of the system are embodied
in a set of content or performance standards that schools and teachers use to guide
curriculum and instruction. Tests are developed to measure student learning and
determine if students have mastered the standards. Improved performance on the
tests leads to rewards that reinforce effective behavior; poor performance on the tests
leads to sanctions and improvement efforts that modify ineffective behavior. The
NCLB version of accountability (described in Chapter Two) is a more complex ver-

RANDWP138-1.0
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Figure 1—Elements of a Standards-Based Accountability Model
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sion of this basic approach.2 Supporters believe this approach will close the
achievement gap between disadvantaged and minority students and their majority
counterparts within the next decade. As President George W. Bush has said, the law
will ensure that “in this great land called America, no child will be left behind” (Bush,
2001).

Although there is an appealing logic to the idea that high standards, testing, and con-
sequences have significant power to shape educators’ behavior and to improve stu-
dent learning, there is only limited evidence about their effectiveness. On the plus
side, schools, teachers, and students seem to respond to the incentives created by
accountability systems, and scores on state tests typically rise after the system is
introduced. There is also evidence that scores on some external tests, such as the
NAEP, may rise when states implement accountability systems (Carnoy and Loeb,
2002). On the minus side, higher test scores do not necessarily reflect real gains in
student mastery of content standards; rather, for example, they may reflect students’
learning of particular test content or formats. Even when NAEP scores rise, the gains
on NAEP tend to be many times smaller than the gains on the state test of the same
subject matter (Linn, 2000; Koretz and Barron, 1998). One interpretation of this dif-
ference is that the high stakes associated with the state test led to inflated scores,
while the smaller gains on the low-stakes NAEP are more indicative of students’ true
performance.

Will NCLB live up to policymakers’ expectations and succeed where previous state
and federal educational initiatives have not? Even partial success—raising the profi-
ciency levels of most students and helping many underperforming schools do better,
for example—would be a major accomplishment because these goals have eluded
policymakers to date.

OTHER FORMS OF ACCOUNTABILITY MAY ALSO IMPROVE EDUCATION

The “standards-based” or “test-based” approach to accountability embodied in
NCLB is not the only way to think about making public education more accountable.
Several authors, including Adams and Kirst (1999), Darling-Hammond (1989), Finn
(2002), and O’Day (2002), describe other forms of accountability that might promote
educational improvement. In a market- or choice-based model, schools are directly
accountable to consumers (families) as a result of competition. Voucher proposals
are an example of a market-based system that is designed to drive school improve-
ment through consumer choice. Professional accountability relies on the profes-
sional norms and expertise of teachers along with external controls, in the form of
credentialing and professional development requirements, to improve educational
outcomes. Such fields as law and medicine have professional accountability systems
in which qualifications are certified through examinations and conduct is measured
against standards of practice established by the profession. Education has some of
these features, and it might develop more in an effort to improve its effectiveness.

______________ 
2NCLB also contains elements of market-based accountability in the form of parental choice (discussed in
Chapter Two), but its core is a standards- and test-based system.
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Bureaucratic accountability, which has been the norm in education in the recent
past, emphasizes compliance with rules and regulations. Finally, political account-
ability emphasizes the relationship between voters and elected officials, who must
respond to their constituents’ demands to be reelected.

These accountability models need not exist in isolation from one another, and in
practice they seldom do. Many authors advocate mitigating the negative effects
associated with individual models by combining the models to produce more-effec-
tive amalgams. NCLB itself includes some aspects of other models: The school choice
provisions embody a market-based approach, and the mandates for scientifically
based programs and highly qualified teachers entail a form of professional account-
ability.
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Chapter Two

THE NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND ACT

NCLB focuses the federal role in K–12 education on the goal of making all students
proficient in reading and mathematics and, as a result, closing the achievement gap
between disadvantaged and minority students and their peers. NCLB embodies four
key principles:

• greater accountability for student performance

• increased local control and flexibility

• high-quality teachers using scientifically based practices

• expanded options for parents.

Greater accountability comes in the forms of increasing annual goals for student
achievement and escalating incentives for schools and districts based on student
achievement. NCLB requires that, by 2014, all students be proficient in reading and
mathematics. Schools and districts must make adequate yearly progress (AYP) toward
meeting the targets. Although some of the act’s strictest sanctions apply only to Title
I schools (low-income schools that are eligible for extra resources under Title I of
ESEA/NCLB), the major accountability provisions of NCLB affect all the nation’s
public K–12 schools, including charter schools. The law does not prescribe how
schools are supposed to attain AYP, but it gives local educators responsibility for
finding ways to do it. NCLB also establishes minimum standards for teacher quality
(and for the qualifications of instructional aides) and mandates that schools use sci-
entifically based practices to promote student achievement. Finally, NCLB requires
schools to inform parents annually about teacher qualifications and empowers par-
ents of students in schools that repeatedly fail to make adequate progress to request
supplemental educational services and to transfer their children to successful
schools.

The National Research Council (1999, pp. 2–3) offers a helpful explanation of how
these principles are supposed to fit together:

The centerpiece of the system is a set of challenging standards. By setting these stan-
dards for all students, states would hold high expectations for performance; these
expectations would be the same regardless of students’ backgrounds or where they
attended school. Aligned assessments to the standards would allow students, parents,
and teachers to monitor student performance against the standards. Providing flexi-
bility to schools would permit them to make the instructional and structural changes
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needed for their students to reach the standards. And holding schools accountable for
meeting the standards would create incentives to redesign instruction toward the
standards and provide appropriate assistance to schools that need extra help.

THE NCLB ACCOUNTABILITY MODEL

NCLB mandates that all states enact a system that includes the accountability com-
ponents illustrated in Figure 2. Although the figure appears quite complex, at its core
is the simple accountability feedback loop shown in Figure 1 in Chapter One. In both
figures, the labeled boxes indicate the components of the system, and the arrows
connecting the boxes indicate the flow of information, responsibility, or conse-
quences. The horizontal bands in Figure 2 indicate which level of the educational
system—from the federal government down to the local schools, students, and par-
ents—is responsible for or is the recipient of each component. Boxes that encompass
more than one band indicate joint responsibility.

We can use the figure to trace the key components of NCLB. The process begins with
the state educational agency (e.g., a state’s department of education), which must
adopt content standards in reading and mathematics (and by 2005–2006 in science).
These standards guide local educational agencies (typically, districts and schools) in
making policy decisions regarding curriculum, textbooks, materials, instruction, and
support services. These policies create the environment in which instruction occurs,
and teachers’ instructional activities are the basis for student learning. The policy
and instruction boxes are shaded to indicate that they are not part of the account-
ability system per se. Because NCLB gives local educators full control over curricu-
lum and instruction, it makes sense to think of these elements as consequences of
the accountability mechanism rather than as parts of it.

The standards also serve as the starting point for developing assessments to measure
student mastery.1 After the assessments are developed, the states must also establish
achievement standards that convert test scores into judgments about proficiency,
i.e., what scores are associated with Basic, Proficient, or Advanced performance.
Assessments are administered annually, and all students are classified into one of
these performance levels. NCLB requires all students to reach the Proficient level of
performance within 12 years, and the state must set increasing annual targets to
ensure that this occurs. These targets are used to determine whether each school,
each district, and the state itself have made AYP.

Incentives depend on whether or not schools meet the AYP target. Schools that do
can be rewarded; those that do not are identified as needing improvement. Needing
improvement for two or more years in a row triggers escalating sanctions. Local edu-
cational agencies are required to provide technical assistance to schools that need
improvement; state educational agencies are required to provide technical assistance
to districts that need improvement; and the U.S. Department of Education is
required to provide technical assistance to states that need improvement.

______________ 
1Some states develop their own tests; some contract with test development companies for customized
tests; and some purchase commercial tests.
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Finally, the state must report to parents on the performance of each school. These
reports influence the parents’ behavior toward the school. Parents of Title I students
in unsuccessful schools can ask the school to provide supplemental educational ser-
vices and, ultimately, can ask that their child be transferred to a successful school.

The remainder of this chapter reviews each of these components and describes how
they are supposed to interact to bring about school improvement. The implementa-
tion of these provisions began in the 2001–2002 school year, although many states
had already implemented parts of the law by then.

Before we proceed, we need to acknowledge a somewhat more radical view of the
goals of policymakers in crafting NCLB. Some policymakers may have seen NCLB as
a means of achieving much more dramatic changes in the way education is delivered
in this country, including ending the monopoly of the public school systems. By
opening education to private providers and by giving parents choices about schools,
these policymakers may have been trying to create a situation in which “states were
forced to look outside the confines of the existing public education system to find
people and organizations that might raise student performance” (Hill, 2003). Perhaps
their goal was not to make the feedback loop illustrated in Figure 2 operate more
efficiently but to break the loop entirely and bring in new institutions. The analyses
and recommendations presented in this paper do not address this “outside the fig-
ure” perspective on NCLB, but it is certainly an appropriate subject for a separate
analysis.

CONTENT STANDARDS

Each state is required to establish expectations for students in the form of content
standards in reading and mathematics (and eventually science) in grades 3 through 8
and in one high school grade. The content standards must delineate the specific
reading, mathematics, and science outcomes that “count” with respect to the
accountability system. States typically engage educators and other stakeholders in
the development of these standards, so the standards reflect a widespread consensus
about what students should know and be able to do.

NCLB sets no requirements for how strict the standards should be, what topics they
should emphasize, or the format in which standards should be presented. As a result,
content standards are likely to differ among states. For example, existing state math-
ematics standards differ in the emphasis they place on computational facility, com-
municating about mathematics, and problem-solving skills. Some state standards
resemble closely those that national professional organizations recommend, such as
the Standards for Elementary and Secondary Mathematics, from the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000). Other states have adopted their own
unique models. Because states also differ in how they present their standards, it is
sometimes difficult to compare standards directly. A few organizations have
reviewed the quality of state standards, with widely differing results (e.g., Finn and
Petrilli, 2000; American Federation of Teachers, 2001). In some cases, the same state
received a top grade in one review and a bottom grade in another. This contradiction
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points to the divergence of views about what students should know and how this
should be communicated to educators and the public.

ASSESSMENTS

Assessments are the instruments used to judge student mastery of academic stan-
dards. Each state must select or develop assessments that are aligned with its stan-
dards, then use the scores on these tests to draw inferences about students’ mastery
of the broader content domains described in the standards. Beginning with the 2005–
2006 school year, NCLB requires states to assess reading and language arts and
mathematics for at least 95 percent of public school students (including 95 percent of
those in various subgroups)2 in grades 3 through 8, as well as one grade in the 10 to
12 grade span. States will also be required to assess science achievement in at least
one elementary grade, one middle school grade, and one high school grade by 2006–
2007.3

The assessments must involve multiple, up-to-date measures of student academic
achievement, including measures to assess higher-order thinking skills and under-
standing.4 Currently, the most common form of assessment is the on-demand, stan-
dardized multiple-choice achievement test. NCLB requires that the assessments
meet reasonable standards of quality. Specifically, tests must produce scores that
achieve a sufficient level of reliability, which means that they are not unduly influ-
enced by transitory factors or by chance. Scores from tests must also reach a suffi-
cient degree of validity, which means that tests must be designed and constructed
well enough to support the inferences users are likely to make from them. Until these
testing requirements go into effect, states must continue to have annual reading and
language arts and mathematics assessments in at least one grade in each of the fol-
lowing spans: 3–5, 6–9, and 10–12.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

NCLB requires the results of the assessments to be translated into performance
descriptions. This is usually done in two steps: reporting a numerical score on the
test and then translating score ranges into qualitative descriptions of how well the
student has mastered the domain. First, each student receives a score on the assess-
ments based on the questions answered correctly and incorrectly. Most nationally
standardized commercial tests produce more than one type of score. For example,
raw scores indicate the number of questions answered correctly; normed scores

______________ 
2The specific categories are children with limited proficiency in English, children from economically dis-
advantaged families, children with disabilities, and children from each major racial or ethnic group. Stu-
dents with limited English proficiency must be included in the academic assessments administered to
other students. NCLB details other regulations related to this and other subgroups.
3If necessary, states may request a one-year extension to implement the assessments. In addition, if
Congress fails to appropriate sufficient funds to assist states in assessment development, states may be
able to obtain additional extensions.
4The law does not define the terms higher-order thinking skills and understanding, and states’ interpreta-
tions of these terms are likely to vary.
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show students’ standings relative to a national sample of students (national per-
centile ranks, normal curve equivalents, grade equivalents); and scaled scores may
take into account the difficulty levels of the test items and may be used to link test
results over multiple grade levels. Normed scores and scaled scores can be useful for
judging aggregate performance and identifying content areas that could benefit from
instructional improvement.

For the purposes of NCLB, raw scores, normed scores, or scale scores are an inter-
mediate step toward judging the adequacy of student performance. States must
establish achievement standards (also called performance standards in some states
and in earlier versions of the ESEA legislation) that indicate “how good is good
enough” in terms that are intended to be meaningful to students, teachers, adminis-
trators, policymakers, and parents. Committees of educators, citizens, and policy-
makers use systematic judgmental procedures to translate scores on the test into
performance levels for reporting purposes. In NCLB, states must report scores in
reading and mathematics using at least three levels (Basic, Proficient, and
Advanced). States publish descriptions of their achievement standards, and these
descriptions typically include the labels for each level of achievement (Basic, Profi-
cient, etc.), descriptions of appropriate performance for each level, examples of stu-
dent work associated with each level, and score points that differentiate between
performance levels (cut scores) (Hansche, 1998).

Because each state sets its own achievement standards and has its own set of tests,
the level of attainment that a rating of Proficient indicates may differ substantially
across states. This variation makes it nearly impossible to compare performance of
students in different states directly. To assess the extent of the differences among
states, NCLB requires every state to participate in the 4th and 8th grade reading and
mathematics sections of the NAEP. A national panel establishes content objectives
for the NAEP, so the tests measure a common core of content across states. To the
extent that the NAEP specifications align with state content standards, the NAEP
results can be used to compare states’ performance and to judge the difficulty of the
states’ achievement standards.

ADEQUATE YEARLY PROGRESS

The annual accountability determination in NCLB is built around the AYP concept.
Each unit—school, district, and state—must show improvement annually so that
achievement reaches a common target. The target is set in terms of the percentage of
students who perform at the Proficient level or above on the state assessments. NCLB
sets an overall goal of having all students achieve at the Proficient level within 12
years, and states must establish increasing annual targets for proficiency that will
bring them to 100 percent within this period. Schools, districts, and states must meet
their common annual target, and their success at doing so triggers the incentives and
assistance described below.

The AYP metric is a bit more complicated than the preceding paragraph suggests. For
example, states’ AYP calculations must use at least one other academic indicator in
addition to the reading and mathematics assessments. For elementary schools, the
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states may select the indicator. For secondary schools, the indicator is the graduation
rate. States are free to add additional indicators to their accountability systems.
However, although the additional indicators may be used to identify more schools in
need of improvement, they may not be used to reduce the number of or change the
schools identified for improvement based on the required indicators.

An extremely important provision of the law is that the AYP calculations must be
done both for each school as a whole and separately for certain subsets of the popu-
lation: for each major racial and ethnic subgroup, for English learners, for economi-
cally disadvantaged students, and for students with disabilities. All these subgroups
must also meet the AYP target. This is one way in which NCLB attempts to ensure
that no child is left behind.

NCLB provides a “safe harbor” for schools in which the overall student population
makes AYP but in which one or more subgroups fail to do so. Schools in this situation
are considered to have met the AYP requirement if the percentage of students in the
subgroup(s) who failed to reach the Proficient level declined by at least 10 percent
from the preceding year (and the school met its graduation rate or other academic
indicator and any additional indicators the state has adopted).

INCENTIVES

NCLB encourages states to reward successful schools and requires states to apply
sanctions to unsuccessful ones. These provisions are designed to promote effective
instruction and discourage schools from neglecting the needs of poorly performing
students. The NCLB provisions for rewards and sanctions apply only to Title I
schools, but states may choose to use the same provisions for all schools. For schools
whose yearly progress is adequate, the law gives states the option of providing either
honorary or financial awards. However, NCLB requires states to impose a set of esca-
lating sanctions on Title I schools that fail to make AYP. Schools are labeled as being
“in need of improvement” if they fail to attain the statewide target for two consecu-
tive years. Such schools must implement an improvement plan and must offer par-
ents the option of transferring their children to better-performing schools (and use
up to 20 percent of their Title I funds to provide transportation). After a third con-
secutive year of failure, schools also must offer “supplemental services” to students
from approved providers (which can include private organizations). After the fourth
year, districts can take such “corrective actions” against schools that continue to fail
as instituting new curricula, replacing staff, or changing governance. Schools that
still do not meet the target level of achievement for five consecutive years are closed
and restructured. Title I schools that were identified for improvement under the prior
law (the 1994 reauthorization of ESEA) carry their status with them under NCLB.

NCLB also establishes a corrective structure for districts and states. Districts that fail
to meet state-mandated AYP targets are considered to be in need of improvement
and must develop or revise an improvement plan in consultation with parents and
school staff. If the district fails to achieve AYP by the end of the second full school
year after it was first identified as being in need of improvement, the state may take a
number of actions, such as deferring program funds or reducing administrative
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funds, removing the district’s staff, removing schools from the district’s jurisdiction,
and permitting students to transfer to other districts.5

States will not face sanctions until 2013–2014, at which point the U.S. Secretary of
Education may withhold funds from a state’s administration until the state has
brought all students to Proficient status.6 A district or state might fail to make AYP
even when most of its schools succeed, particularly if the number of students in a
subgroup is small in most schools. In this case, the schools themselves may not be
responsible for reporting separate subgroup results, but the district or state, which
aggregates results across schools and therefore reports on larger numbers of stu-
dents, must demonstrate progress for all its subgroups.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The drafters of NCLB did not presume that institutions could reform themselves
without help. Schools needing improvement may require a variety of management or
administrative assistance to help them improve. NCLB requires districts to provide
technical assistance to schools, states to provide technical assistance to districts, and
the U.S. Department of Education to provide technical assistance to states. This
assistance can encompass a variety of services. Some schools may need specific
forms of technical assistance, such as help in choosing a new textbook series, obtain-
ing enough books for every student, evaluating the professional development needs
of teachers, and providing specific teacher training when the need has already been
identified. Other schools may need more-comprehensive assistance from a trained
educator or administrator to figure out where to begin to make improvements that
will yield higher test scores.

REPORTING

NCLB requires states and districts to produce annual public reports that summarize
the achievement levels of students in each school, each district, and the state as a
whole. (The public does not have access to score reports for individual students,
however.) At a minimum, these reports must include information on the progress of
students toward attaining proficiency, the professional qualifications of teachers,
and the progress of each school toward attaining the annual target for proficiency.
Results must be reported for the school as a whole, and they must be disaggregated
by race or ethnicity, gender, disability status, English proficiency, and status as eco-
nomically disadvantaged. The reports are designed to be a tool that parents can use
to determine whether the school is meeting their children’s needs and take appro-
priate action. The reports are also intended to help policymakers and administrators
make decisions about school improvement, such as how to target resources and
interventions.

______________ 
5Implementation of these corrective measures may be delayed, for one year, only if the district makes AYP
for one of the two years or if failure to make AYP was due to a natural disaster or unforeseen decline in
financial resources.
6If a state fails to meet deadlines established or waivers granted under the 1994 ESEA reauthorization, the
secretary will withhold 25 percent of state administration funds.
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PARENTAL CHOICE

One of the distinctive features of NCLB is the provision that parents of Title I stu-
dents should have a voice in how and where their children are educated. If a school
does not make AYP and is deemed to be in need of improvement for two consecutive
years, the district is required to allow students to transfer to another school, if a par-
ent so chooses, and must provide funds for transportation to the new school. If exist-
ing schools in the district lack sufficient capacity, the district must make arrange-
ments with a neighboring district to provide the necessary slots. For schools that are
designated as being in need of improvement for three consecutive years, districts
must provide funds for supplemental services, such as tutoring. Parents must be
informed annually about the professional qualifications of their children’s teachers,
about the success of the school, and about their children’s options regarding trans-
ferring to another school and/or receiving supplemental services. This information
must be made available in a format and language that parents can understand.

DISTRICT AND SCHOOL POLICY

As noted above, NCLB affords little guidance about how to improve the performance
of schools. With the exception of the provisions that mandate “scientifically based
instructional programs” and “highly qualified teachers,” NCLB says little about cur-
riculum or instructional practice. The organization, structure, and delivery of
instruction are not explicit components of NCLB but are left to the state and local
educational agencies. The responsibility for adopting policies that will improve the
achievement of all students rests with administrators at the state, district, and school
levels. Subject to resource limitations, they have complete control over curriculum,
textbooks, materials, professional development, administrative support, methods for
engaging parents, organization and scheduling of schools, management and super-
vision of staff, and all other aspects of schooling. States vary in the extent to which
they delegate responsibility for curriculum, textbooks, and other educational deci-
sions to local educational agencies, so specific district responsibilities will vary
somewhat. School and district administrators are responsible for reviewing annual
information and taking actions they deem appropriate to ameliorate any problems.
The incentive system is designed to focus their attention on this task, and the techni-
cal assistance provision is designed to provide help if it is needed, but the local
administrators bear the burden for improvement. The NCLB law itself does not con-
strain their actions but allows considerable flexibility in how they respond to student
needs. Of course, teachers share many of these responsibilities.

INSTRUCTION

Similarly, teachers are responsible for instructing students, and their actions will
have the greatest bearing on student success. NCLB does not mandate specific
instructional strategies but presumes that the accountability system will influence
teachers to improve their teaching methods. The incentives are supposed to provide
added motivation, while the annual reports on student performance and on the pro-
ficiency of subgroups within schools are supposed to direct remedial efforts. For
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example, working individually or in groups, teachers might revise their instructional
strategies to promote student mastery of the standards and remedy individual defi-
ciencies. Similarly, administrators might offer different instructional leadership
based on their interpretation of the information on student performance. The school
and district administration might also provide additional opportunities for teachers
to improve their own knowledge and skills—for example, by providing coaching and
mentoring programs.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Figure 2 illustrates how the components interact during each annual accountability
cycle. Over the years, the AYP target increases until it reaches 100 percent. Also over
the years, the sanctions imposed on schools needing improvement stiffen. The hope
is that schools will take these incentives seriously and institute effective reforms.
Successful schools can serve as models for unsuccessful ones; repeated failure can
ultimately lead to replacement of a school’s staff and administrators, even to its clo-
sure. To achieve academic proficiency for all, local educators will have to find ways to
be more effective than they have been in the past. The law establishes a framework
for defining and measuring success but places the responsibility for achieving suc-
cess squarely in the hands of states, districts, schools, and teachers. They must
change administrative priorities, reallocate resources toward activities that focus on
achievement, and build capacity to promote achievement among all student groups.
The next chapter explores the conditions that must be created if local educators are
to succeed at these tasks.
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Chapter Three

THE PRACTICAL CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR NCLB TO WORK

In Chapter Two, we described the components of the NCLB accountability system
specified in the legislation and how, in theory, they interact to improve student
achievement. This chapter discusses the underlying conditions that must be present
for NCLB to be effective in practice. In this chapter, we try to make explicit the
implicit assumptions surrounding each of the NCLB accountability components.1

None of the conditions we discuss is mentioned specifically in the law, but all are
essential if the various actors and institutions are to play the roles assigned to them.
Where applicable, we cite research to clarify relevant factors. For the most part, how-
ever, this discussion is not a review of research evidence concerning accountability
but a reflection of our internal analysis of the operational necessities of NCLB. We
also draw upon insights gained from educators who have studied accountability in
education and in other sectors. The goal of this chapter is to uncover the necessary
conditions for maximizing the benefits and minimizing the adverse consequences of
NCLB accountability.

We examine each of the NCLB accountability components described in Chapter Two
in turn. First, however, we consider the overarching assumption (implicit in the
NCLB approach to accountability) that districts and schools can solve their problems
if given proper incentives and technical assistance. The “no excuses” rhetoric that
has characterized the debate on accountability is built on the premise that school
failure is primarily the fault of educators—that if teachers and administrators just
worked harder and smarter, no student would be left behind, and all students would
achieve “world-class” standards. Advocates of test-based accountability would argue
that the problems that plague the schools, such as poorly trained teachers, outdated
curriculum, and ineffective teaching practices, are within the control of the school
system and can be remedied.2 NCLB assumes that the remedies will be found if the
guidance the educational system receives is clear enough and if it must meet stan-
dards that are strict enough.

______________ 
1However, we consider district and school policy and teachers’ instructional practice (discussed in Chap-
ter Two) as responses to the accountability system. As such, they are discussed in Chapter Four, where we
examine how educators can best respond to NCLB.
2The provisions in NCLB related to choice and supplemental services may reflect an acknowledgment
among the law’s drafters that schools may not always be able to solve their problems and that families
must be offered alternatives. However, these provisions do not change the fact that teachers and adminis-
trators are expected to attain high levels of improvement regardless of the constraints placed on them by
conditions outside their own control.
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Many educators would dispute this premise, countering that they face serious prob-
lems that are outside their control. Some of these problems reflect broader social
concerns, including lack of community support, inadequate parent involvement in
children’s education, high levels of student mobility, and gaps in achievement that
occur before kindergarten (as a result of differences in home or neighborhood envi-
ronments). For example, Schneider et al. (2000) note that parents and students are
“coproducers” of education along with teachers: The actions that parents and stu-
dents take affect the degree to which educational goals will be attained. Schools have
limited influence over these factors. Other problems arise from structural constraints
that limit school administrators’ ability to respond effectively. For example, local
labor market conditions may hinder principals’ efforts to hire experienced teachers.
Similarly, union contract provisions may interfere with efforts to replace ineffective
teachers.

Like most large-scale reforms, NCLB largely ignores the contributions of factors out-
side of school and prior to kindergarten, as well as the structural constraints admin-
istrators face. Yet some goals may only be achievable with the cooperation of families
and whole communities or with efforts to improve early childhood education and
health. Other goals may be outside the purview of individual schools and districts
and can only be addressed by long-term statewide intervention. Efforts to predict
how NCLB will work in practice need to recognize the broader context in which the
schools are operating and to acknowledge at the outset that there are some limits to
the power of schools.

Despite these limitations, the NCLB model may lead to widespread improvement if
school systems devote their energies to making it work. We next turn our attention to
each of the specific components of the NCLB model and examine the conditions
required for each component to function optimally.

CONTENT STANDARDS

For content standards to play the role that is envisioned for them in NCLB,

• Key stakeholders in the state must broadly understand and endorse the stan-
dards.

• The standards must represent, collectively, an appropriate amount of content for
each school year.

• The content descriptions must facilitate well-aligned curriculum design, instruc-
tional planning, and test development.

• The standards must be widely available to stakeholders, including educators,
parents, and students.

• The standards must be roughly comparable across states (so that successful stu-
dents in one state are not learning less than successful students in another).

Key Stakeholders Must Understand and Endorse the Content Standards

Broad endorsement of content standards provides an essential basis for all subse-
quent improvement efforts. If there is disagreement about goals, there is likely to be
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disagreement about methods. To achieve broad-based improvements, all major
stakeholder groups must endorse the standards. The NCLB model assumes that it is
possible to develop standards that reflect broad consensus about desired educational
outcomes. To date, states have been able to develop standards reflecting input from
a variety of stakeholders, although the process has not occurred in any state without
some controversy or dissent.

The Amount of Content Should Be Appropriate for One School Year

The consensus-building process can also lead to standards that encompass an
unrealistically large amount of content. The tendency to resolve disagreements
about priorities by including more things in the standards should be counterbal-
anced against a realistic appraisal of the limitations set by the length of the school
day and year. If the standards contain more content than it is possible to cover in a
year, administrators and teachers become de facto standard setters by virtue of their
choices of textbooks, curriculum materials, and lessons.

Standards Must Describe Content in Ways That Are Helpful for Well-
Aligned Curriculum Design, Instructional Planning, and Test Development

Content standards provide guidance for what to teach and how to measure student
learning. If NCLB is to be effective, standards must support well-aligned curriculum
development, instructional planning, and assessment development.

First, content descriptions must be detailed enough to guide curriculum and
instruction. Both Kentucky and Washington, for example, began with relatively broad
descriptions of student learning objectives, only to discover that teachers found them
inadequate for instructional planning. Both states developed more-detailed descrip-
tive materials to help teachers develop effective lessons. As a general rule, more
description is better than less, but it is possible to make standards so specific that
they stifle creativity or engender resentment from teachers who feel their profes-
sional integrity is being challenged.

Second, it also helps to represent content in ways users clearly recognize. For teach-
ers, this might mean providing examples of student work, assignments, or classroom
dialogue. For test makers, it might mean including examples of the types of questions
students are expected to be able to answer. Unfortunately, there is no ideal format
for state standards, and little guidance is available for their construction. Several
evaluations have found that existing state content standards vary widely in scope;
specificity; and, presumably, in their utility for informing curriculum, instruction,
and assessment.

Stakeholders Must Have Access to the Content Standards

If there is ignorance about goals, efforts toward improvement are likely to be unfo-
cused or ill-conceived. Consequently, wide dissemination of content standards is
important. Standards should be “the coin of the realm” in discussions about educa-
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tional improvement. States must not forget their responsibility to make the standards
widely available, so that educators and community members will be fully aware of
the goals of the system.

Content Standards Should Be Roughly Comparable Across States

Finally, if no child is to be left behind, children across the country need to be held to
comparable standards. This goal of interstate comparability presents a complex
challenge both because there is no simple methodology for comparing standards and
because there is no agency or group responsible for making such comparisons. It is
impossible to compare the performance levels of students in one state with those of
students in another state if the students are not being tested on the same content. If
policymakers are serious about holding all children to comparable high standards,
they should do more to address the issue of comparability.

ASSESSMENTS

For assessments to be effective in the NCLB accountability context, they should

• align with state standards

• be of high technical quality, i.e., scores must be reliable and valid indicators of
performance and annual changes in performance

• support the establishment of valid performance levels, resist score inflation, and
limit negative consequences

• provide information that is useful for instructional planning.

Assessments Should Be Aligned with State Standards

Standards-based accountability models, such as NCLB, rely on a close correspon-
dence between the content the standards specify and the knowledge and skills the
tests measure. Because incentives are attached to test results, the perceived content
of the tests will have a significant influence on practices, including both administra-
tive decisions regarding curriculum, materials, etc. and instructional decisions on
lesson content, instructional style, and classroom assessment. The translation from
standards to assessments is arguably the most critical path in the accountability
model. For the accountability system to be effective, the tests must align with the
standards. It is common for states to expend considerable effort developing content
standards and to include the participation of multiple stakeholder groups, such as
parents, teachers, policymakers, subject-matter organizations, and the business
community. However, these groups rarely play comparable roles in the assessment
development process. In many cases, a commercial vendor, reporting to an individ-
ual or to a committee at the state level, develops the tests, often with little communi-
cation with those who developed the standards. It might be beneficial if stakeholder
groups were also consulted during test development on matters of content represen-
tation, cultural sensitivity, etc.
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For test scores to provide a meaningful indication of proficiency according to state
standards, the tests must reflect the breadth and depth of the standards. However,
satisfying this criterion is far more difficult than it appears. While it is relatively easy
to make a superficial match between test questions and standards, it is extremely
difficult to determine whether the skills needed to answer a question or a group of
questions are the same as the skills described in a standard. The key alignment ques-
tion is not whether each item on the test matches a standard but whether perfor-
mance on the test reflects the skills described in the standard. In fact, the alignment
task is so difficult that no widely accepted methodology for judging alignment cur-
rently exists, although several researchers and organizations are making progress
toward developing such methodologies (Webb, 1999, and Achieve, Inc., 2000). States
must not shirk the responsibility to make sure that their tests reflect the breadth of
content and depth of understanding embodied in the standards. It is best for such
analysis to be done independently, rather than by the test developers, because of the
obvious conflict of interest.

Assessments Should Produce Reliable and Valid Scores

For NCLB to work as intended, the technical quality of the scores on the assessments
must be high. That is, the test scores must meet professional standards for reliability,
validity, and fairness. Of particular importance are the procedures that are used for
setting performance levels, which should be well documented and should reflect cur-
rently accepted psychometric practice. Validity investigations should address
whether the distinctions among performance levels are meaningful and useful for
NCLB purposes. If quality standards are met, those who use the results can be confi-
dent that they are reasonably accurate indicators of student achievement and that
changes in the results over time reflect real changes in achievement. If not, the
accountability system is compromised. For example, if the scores and gains are due
to factors other than instruction, such as test preparation or differences in student
cohorts, the wrong incentives will be applied, the risks of inappropriate action will be
substantial, and the utility of the scores for decisionmaking will be limited. This
paper will not review the technical criteria in detail. Interested readers can consult
Hamilton, Stecher, and Klein (2002) for a thorough, nonmathematical discussion.
The important point for the present discussion is that states must be mindful of the
technical quality of their assessments.

Assessments Should Resist Score Inflation and Limit Negative
Consequences

In addition to technical quality, the accountability context places other demands on
assessments. An effective NCLB system should be designed to resist score inflation
and limit negative consequences for schools and students. Research shows that,
when stakes are attached to test scores, teachers and students change their behavior
in ways that tend to inflate scores, e.g., they practice on known items and item types.
Testing systems can be designed in ways that resist such score corruption, as we will
discuss in Chapter Four. Similarly, when incentives are attached to test scores,
schools adjust their curricula to focus on the content and skills contained in the test,
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which can narrow the content offered to students (as well as cause scores to rise).
Narrowing the curriculum to match the test rather than the standards may reduce
important student learning opportunities.

Assessments Should Provide Useful Information for Instructional Planning

Finally, effective assessments provide information that can be helpful for instruc-
tional planning. To be useful for this purposes, scores on assessments must not only
provide a single indicator of a student’s performance, but should reveal both the
skills that students have mastered and those they have failed to master. This might be
accomplished through the construction of topic-specific or skill-specific subscores.
There are limits to what a single assessment can accomplish, and, as we will discuss
in Chapter Four, annual standardized testing should probably be complemented
with coordinated classroom testing. Yet, a well-designed accountability assessment
can provide good aggregate data for curriculum planning, as well as good individual
baseline data for fall instructional planning.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

For achievement standards to fulfill their NCLB role, they should

• clearly describe the meaning of each performance level in terms of content

• set performance levels educators and other stakeholders endorse

• be comparable across states (to lead to broad-based improvement of education
in the United States).

Achievement Standards Should Clearly Describe the Meaning of
Performance Levels in Terms of Content

As we discussed previously, effective content standards clearly communicate what
students are expected to know and be able to do. Similarly, effective achievement
standards inform students, teachers, and parents about the level of performance that
is expected. Achievement standards may be presented in a variety of ways but should
generally include four components: (1) a set of performance levels (e.g., Proficient);
(2) descriptions of student performance at each of these levels; (3) exemplars or illus-
trative student work for each level; and (4) cut scores, which are score points that dif-
ferentiate between performance levels on the state test (Hansche, 1998, p. 14).

The format of the performance descriptions must clearly communicate what is
expected of students at each level. In addition, the descriptions must map onto the
content standards in a way that promotes broad coverage of valued material, and cut
scores must be set in a way that facilitates valid inferences about student attainment
of the standards.

Even with clear achievement standards and appropriate cut scores, it is important for
users to recognize that information from annual standardized tests is generally not
sufficiently detailed for measuring student attainment of specific content standards.
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Performance-level designations summarize student performance across many stan-
dards in a subject area. For example, two students may reach the Proficient level in
mathematics by performing well on different parts of the mathematics content stan-
dards.

Educators and Other Stakeholders Must Endorse the Achievement
Standards

To be effective in the accountability context, achievement standards must be
endorsed by key stakeholders, i.e., educators and community members must accept
that the designations appropriately describe adequate performance and that the
standards are attainable. Achievement standards are usually seen as reasonable,
because they are set through a judgmental process in which test scores are assigned
to performance levels. There are techniques for making systematic judgments that
maximize agreement within the standard-setting group. However, there are fewer
strategies for establishing common standards across groups of students, across grade
levels, or across different assessments. This makes it all the more difficult to obtain
the broad-based support that is needed for achievement standards to be effective
elements of the accountability system. One of the fundamental tensions in NCLB
comes from the contradictory pressures to set “challenging” standards (i.e., require a
high score for proficiency) and to set standards that can be attained in 12 years. Some
states have found it necessary to redefine what it means to be Proficient (i.e., associ-
ate it with a lower score) for the sake of NCLB because their previous definition set
the bar at a level they felt they could not achieve.

The difficulty inherent in determining an appropriate standard is evident in an
examination of NAEP’s Proficient standard, which many observers point to as setting
appropriate expectations for student performance. Linn (2000) created a link
between NAEP and the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)
assessments to explore how well students in other countries would perform against
NAEP’s Proficient standard. His results show that the majority of students in
England, Canada, France, and Germany would fail to meet the NAEP standard, and
that, even in Japan and Korea, which were among the best-performing countries in
TIMSS, about a third of students would fail to perform at the NAEP Proficient level.
As educators and policymakers become more aware of how difficult their standards
are to meet, there may be temptation to lower them to produce a higher passing rate.

Achievement Standards Should Be Comparable Across States

Finally, it is important to minimize state-to-state differences in what is expected at
each level to foster confidence in the standard-setting process and to avoid sending
the message that states can improve their prospects of satisfying the law by lowering
their standards. One of the initial concerns about this provision of the law is that
states have widely different definitions of proficiency. Under previous federal guide-
lines, some states established challenging standards that set the bar for proficiency at
a very high level. They are now facing a much more difficult task than states that had
defined proficiency more leniently. Unfortunately, the fact that states administer dif-
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ferent tests makes it nearly impossible to produce a universal description of what
Proficient or Advanced performance means. While NAEP offers a mechanism for
comparing state performance in terms of the NAEP performance levels, it does not
permit direct comparison of state performance in terms of state achievement stan-
dards. The noncomparability of state achievement standards remains an unsolved
problem. It intensifies the need for states to communicate as clearly as possible what
their achievement standards mean.

ADEQUATE YEARLY PROGRESS

For AYP targets to function effectively, they should

• be perceived as “reasonable” by users

• operate fairly for all schools.

AYP Targets Should Be Set at Reasonable Levels

If the AYP goals are to motivate educators and promote good instruction, educators
must believe that, if they work hard enough and receive adequate support from their
districts, their students can attain these goals. To the extent that they consider the
AYP goals to be unreasonable, educators are likely either to abandon their efforts to
meet them or to resort to shortcuts, such as excessive coaching, to ensure success.
The subgroup AYP requirements may be particularly likely to lead to frustration
because they may result in an overall failure to achieve AYP even when most stu-
dents’ performance has improved.

AYP Targets Should Operate Fairly for All Schools

To be effective, AYP goals should be perceived as fair expectations for all students
and schools. In this context, fairness is as much a matter of perception as it is a
technical criterion. On the one hand, it could be argued that NCLB is absolutely equi-
table because it establishes common expectations for all. On the other hand, some
students and schools have to make much greater gains to meet these expectations, so
it could be argued that they face tougher AYP criteria. It may not be possible to rec-
oncile these two points of view, but it is important that both be acknowledged. Per-
haps more importantly, educators and policymakers need to maintain an environ-
ment in which schools, students, and parents believe they are being treated fairly.

In addition, there are a number of technical aspects to the AYP that may influence
whether a state’s formula is equitable. First, an equitable AYP rule should encourage
educators to devote as much attention to students whose performance is above or far
below the cut score as they do to students whose performance is close to the cut
score. Second, an equitable AYP rule would not be overly sensitive to annual fluctua-
tions in the population of students who take the test (yet we know that mobility rates
vary dramatically across schools). Third, an equitable AYP would not penalize
heterogeneous schools with many subgroups as a result of measurement or sampling
error in computing the scores for each subgroup (see Kane and Staiger, 2001, for a
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discussion of this problem). An equitable AYP rule also would not automatically
reclassify English learners who do develop fluency in English, because doing so
would ensure that the English-learners, as a specific category, could not attain profi-
ciency. To the extent that these assumptions are not met, decisions made on the
basis of AYP are likely to penalize some schools unfairly, thereby compromising the
accountability system.

INCENTIVES

For the incentive system to fulfill its role in NCLB, it should

• set rewards at a level that will motivate without corrupting or discouraging

• motivate student effort in some manner, directly or indirectly

• not cause significant harm to students when severe sanctions (such as replace-
ment of the school’s leadership or staff or the school’s closure) are imposed on
schools.

Incentives Should Motivate Without Corrupting or Discouraging

The power of NCLB-style accountability to change behavior rests to a large degree on
the assumption that a well-designed system of rewards and sanctions will motivate
all actors to perform to the best of their abilities. The formal incentive system, which
may include a variety of rewards and sanctions, is intended to motivate attention to
the system’s goals at all levels, from the classroom to the school to the district to the
state.

This approach to accountability assumes that rewards and sanctions will be mean-
ingful to those whose behavior is being shaped. Studies of states with incentive sys-
tems similar to NCLB’s suggest that such rewards and sanctions have “traction” with
school staff, i.e., teachers and principals attend to annual reports and make efforts to
improve school performance on the accountability indicators. However, much less is
known about the power of NCLB-like incentives to influence district administrators.
Whether superintendents will be motivated enough to make changes in resource
allocations, teacher assignments, and other factors that are controlled at the district
level is uncertain. If a district fails to achieve AYP, the only consequence is mandatory
technical assistance from the state. This is much weaker than the sanctions for
schools. Incentives for states are similar to those for districts.

NCLB also assumes that the incentives will not encourage corruption of the system
(e.g., through excessive focus on raising scores at the expense of other important
goals). However, researchers have found quite the opposite, i.e., that accountability
systems that use a limited number of quantitative indicators lead staff to focus nar-
rowly on measured outcomes at the expense of other goals. Moreover, administra-
tors, who are not themselves in direct contact with students, have to base their
actions on the limited information they get from the accountability measures. This
puts them at a disadvantage when it comes to negotiating program changes with
teachers (Moe, 2001). To be effective, the NCLB system must not create incentives
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that are so powerful that they drive staff to ignore broad institutional goals in favor of
limited measured proxies.

The NCLB incentive system also assumes that sanctions will not result in widespread
discouragement or other morale problems. (These might result, for example, in dis-
tricts in which large numbers of schools are designated as being in need of improve-
ment, or in schools where problems beyond teachers’ control, such as high mobility
rates, lead to sanctions.) In addition, the incentives may operate differently depend-
ing on the level at which they are defined. For example, school-level incentives may
or may not influence the behaviors of individual teachers, depending on a number of
factors, including the culture of the school and the leadership the principal provides.

Incentives Should Include Features That Motivate Student Effort

The assumption that NCLB-style accountability will motivate school staff to improve
instruction requires the additional assumptions that students will be sufficiently
motivated to engage in learning and to perform to the best of their abilities and that
parents will be motivated to encourage and support student learning effectively. Yet,
NCLB contains no formal incentives that apply to parents or students. While schools
can influence student motivation and parental support, their influence may be lim-
ited. Although there are no explicit rewards or consequences for individual students
in NCLB (other than choice or supplemental services for students at poorly perform-
ing schools), states or districts may impose student-level consequences. Examples of
student-level consequences include high school exit exams and promotional-gates
testing (requiring students to pass a test before they are promoted to the next grade).
While many schools have programs to engage parents and help them support their
children’s education, we know of few instances in which specific rewards or sanc-
tions have been proposed for parents. There are limits to the influence schools have,
and it may be unfair to hold them accountable for student success without acknowl-
edging that they have limited control over some aspects of student behavior and
parental support.

Severe School Sanctions Should Not Cause Significant Harm to Students

Finally, inherent in the rhetoric surrounding NCLB is that, although sanctions may
lead to loss of resources at poorly performing schools, they will not result in loss of
resources for the individual students in the schools. The NCLB’s parental choice
provisions and state policies make it possible for an unsuccessful school to lose
enrollment (and therefore, resources) and eventually to be shut down or placed
under new management. While this may be the desired outcome if a school is truly
failing, there must be some assurance that the students who remain in that school
during these events are not harmed. In some cases, such as extremely small districts
or rural districts, the incentives and sanctions may not make sense. For example,
parents cannot choose to send their child to another school if no other school is
within commuting distance. Likewise, it is infeasible to shut down a poorly perform-
ing school if it is the only one that could serve a community.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

For the NCLB improvement model to operate effectively, it should ensure that

• districts, states, and the U.S. Department of Education have (or develop) the
capacity to provide effective technical assistance wherever it is needed

• providers maintain and update their knowledge of scientifically based practices

• schools, districts, and states have the willingness and the capacity to follow the
guidance they receive.

Districts, States and the U.S. Department of Education Must Have (or
Develop) the Capacity to Provide Effective Technical Assistance

This provision of NCLB assumes that those responsible for providing technical assis-
tance are capable of doing so and can obtain full information about the performance
of the school and the factors that are contributing to the school’s difficulty in improv-
ing student performance. Those providing this assistance must thus be equipped to
study change strategies, identify successful interventions, understand their applica-
bility in specific contexts, and make appropriate recommendations to schools.

Providers Must Maintain and Update Their Knowledge of Scientifically
Based Practices

Offering the most effective recommendations means that providers must keep cur-
rent with knowledge of scientifically based practices. This involves not only gathering
lists of programs and practices that are considered to be scientifically based but also
understanding what kind of evidence has been gathered to document the effective-
ness of the program or practice, as well as the extent to which this evidence is rele-
vant to the local context for which the program or practice is being considered.

In addition, adequate human resources must be available for providing such insights
for all schools designated as needing improvement. Whether all districts have such
capacity at present is unknown. However, even if they currently have adequate
capacity, lack of sufficient capacity is likely to become an increasing problem if larger
numbers of schools are identified as underperforming. Similarly, it is important for
the federal and state departments of education to have sufficient resources to sustain
engagement with needy states and districts. It is unlikely that short-term interven-
tion will result in significant change.

Schools, Districts, and States Must Be Able to Respond to Guidance

On the other side of the coin, those receiving assistance must be able to take advan-
tage of the guidance they are given. The law mandates that poorly performing
schools receive technical assistance to help them develop a plan for improvement. As
we noted in the previous subsection, the success of this interchange depends first on
the quality of the assistance that is offered. However, it also depends on the capacity
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of districts and schools to act on the advice they receive. This type of local capacity is
more difficult to describe, but it includes financial, material, and human resources to
transform existing practices. NCLB assumes that school staff, students, and parents
will be able to follow the recommendations they receive to improve student perfor-
mance or that mechanisms will be put in place to help them acquire the ability to do
so. In some places, a large part of the problem may be finding ways to overcome
common barriers to change, including contractual limitations, resource limitations,
and natural inertia.

Research suggests that the extent to which schools will respond effectively depends
on a number of factors, including teachers’ access to adequate and appropriate
resources; their knowledge and skills; and their beliefs about themselves, students,
subject matter, and the NCLB reforms (Firestone, Monfils, and Camilli, 2001; O’Day,
Goertz, and Floden, 1995). The kinds of learning opportunities teachers receive,
including both formal professional development and less-formal collegial interac-
tions, will influence teachers’ vision and sense of community, which will in turn
affect their ability to respond effectively to technical assistance (Cohen, McLaughlin,
and Talbert, 1993; Spillane and Zeuli, 1999). Well-planned technical assistance that is
sensitive to these contextual factors can be successful. A critical component of this
success is the quality of support and guidance the school and district leadership
provide (Darling-Hammond and Ball, 1999). Thus, providers of technical assistance
must not presume that the same approach will work equally well across schools but
must work with the school staff and leadership to promote the underlying conditions
necessary for effective responses to technical assistance.

REPORTING

For reporting to be effective, it should

• offer clear, understandable information to stakeholders

• provide timely support for the decisions that parents and educators need to
make

• accompany efforts to ensure that users have the necessary knowledge to respond
appropriately to the information.

Reporting Must Provide Clear and Understandable Information to
Stakeholders

Information about student learning must be disseminated to all stakeholders, includ-
ing parents and teachers, in a form that is useful for the intended purpose. For
example, teachers will use classroom-level information from tests to make instruc-
tional decisions only to the extent that the information is presented in a way that
helps teachers understand their current students’ strengths and weaknesses and that
enables them to adjust their instruction appropriately. NCLB also assumes that par-
ents will be able to use information to understand whether their children are learn-
ing, to help them improve, to make decisions about whether or not to request sup-
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plemental services, and to choose the schools that provide their children the best
opportunities for learning. For these assumptions to be met, the information must be
presented in a clear and understandable format (e.g., in multiple languages when
necessary) and must be made available to everyone who needs it. The features that
make information useful to teachers may not be the same ones that facilitate parents’
use of that information; so, multiple reporting strategies may be called for.

Reporting Must Be Timely to Support Decisionmaking

Timeliness of reporting is critical. Most state accountability systems will continue to
rely on annual spring testing, and scores will not be available until the end of the
school year (at best). For instructional purposes, the information will probably be
more useful to the teacher who receives the students the following fall than to the
teacher whose students took the test in the spring. Both parents and teachers need to
receive test score information as soon as it is available so that they can make effective
decisions about instruction, choice, and supplemental services.

Users Must Be Given Support to Understand and Use Information

NCLB assumes that teachers, principals, parents, and others will have the knowledge
and understanding necessary to interpret information about student performance as
a basis for instructional planning and decisionmaking, or that steps will be taken to
ensure that they acquire it. Even when efforts are made to transmit data effectively
and appropriately, users of the information may not always understand what it
means or be able to interpret it for their own use. Although more information is bet-
ter for some purposes—e.g., summaries of results by item type or by student group,
or comparisons among schools serving similar student populations—adding infor-
mation may increase the risk of confusion and misunderstanding. The potential
users of the information may need help in understanding it and interpreting it in
light of their needs. For example, the belief that comparisons among schools can
help poorly performing schools emulate schools that are doing well is based on a
number of assumptions: that school staff will be able to identify effective policies and
practices in high-performing schools, that these practices will be effective in a differ-
ent setting, and that the staff will have the capacity to apply them in their own
schools. It may be necessary for districts or states to provide schools with guidance
on how to interpret comparison data and how to respond to such data. Parents, too,
must understand how to respond when given information about their children’s
performance. For example, parents need to know what kind of remediation they can
provide in the home and how they should communicate their concerns to school
staff.

PARENTAL CHOICE

The parental choice provisions of NCLB are designed to give parents a greater role in
their child’s education and to harness the power of market incentives to encourage
school improvement. For parental choice to operate effectively, NCLB should
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• allow parents adequate time for decisionmaking

• give parents adequate information about options

• ensure that desirable choices exist (an adequate supply of desirable schools and
effective providers of supplemental services).

NCLB emphasizes the important role that parents play in the education of their
children. One of the main ways in which NCLB empowers parents is through the
choice provisions that apply to Title I schools. If a school does not make AYP and is
deemed to be in need of improvement for two consecutive years, Title I funds may be
used to help students transfer to another school, if a parent so chooses. If a school
needs improvement for three consecutive years, funds must be used to offer supple-
mental educational services outside the normal school day. Much has been written
about the likely positive and negative consequences of various parental choice poli-
cies. Advocates of choice believe that all students should have the opportunity to
obtain a better education when their own school fails. Critics of such policies have
expressed concern that parents of low-achieving, poor, or minority children may lack
the knowledge and resources needed to take full advantage of their choices.

Parents Must Have Adequate Time for Decisionmaking

A number of assumptions must be met for the NCLB choice provisions to be effective
and to achieve the goal of ensuring that all students have an adequate education.
NCLB assumes that districts will allow adequate time for thoughtful decisions (e.g.,
time to discuss the options with other parents or with the child’s teachers or to visit
alternative schools).

Parents Must Have Adequate Information About Options

NCLB also assumes that the information provided to parents will enable them to
make informed decisions about the offerings at each school and the extent to which
the schools appear to meet the needs of the student and family. The choice system
must have safeguards to ensure that the policy will not disadvantage students whose
parents are unable or unwilling to make a choice. For example, many critics of school
choice systems worry that children whose parents lack interest in their children’s
education will be left behind at failing schools, so choice policies should be designed
to ensure that these children are not disproportionately subjected to low-quality
educational environments.

States and Districts Must Provide Adequate Choices for Parents

Finally, and perhaps most important, NCLB assumes that desirable choices of other
schools or of supplemental services will be available to all students who are eligible.
This condition has proven to be one of the early stumbling blocks of NCLB. In some
districts, far more students in Title I schools are eligible for transfer than there are
spaces to receive them. In other places, few providers of supplemental services have
been identified.
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WHAT SHOULD EDUCATORS DO?

This discussion suggests that the success of NCLB will depend on a large number of
conditions that are not explicitly mentioned in the law and that are not assured by
the provisions of the act. In Chapter Four, we will turn to what might be done to fos-
ter the most effective improvement within the framework of NCLB. In other places,
few providers of supplemental services have been identified.
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Chapter Four

MAKING NCLB AS EFFECTIVE AS POSSIBLE

The model of the NCLB accountability system components in Chapter Two was
designed to illustrate how test-based accountability works conceptually. The discus-
sion of the underlying conditions for effectiveness in Chapter Three was intended to
illuminate the practical demands that NCLB places on states, districts, and schools.
In this chapter, we suggest actions that educators can take now to maximize the like-
lihood that NCLB accountability will lead to widespread student proficiency over the
next decade. Our recommendations are an amalgamation of ideas drawn from
research, discussions with practitioners, the Accountability Forum we convened as
part of this project, and our own experience. They fall into six categories: building
capacity, using standards to improve instruction, using assessment results to
improve instruction, creating effective incentives, helping parents make effective
choices, and going beyond the accountability data. Some of the recommendations
apply at all levels of the education system, while others are likely to be most relevant
to educators and administrators at a particular level, such as the district or school.

BUILDING CAPACITY

The accountability model assumes the capacity for improvement exists locally and
that this capacity merely needs to be harnessed to yield better outcomes. The fact
that most large districts have not produced the desired levels of student achievement
for a decade or more suggests that this assumption may not hold true for many dis-
tricts and for many schools. Administrators and teachers working at the school and
district levels need to engage in capacity-building from within and, when internal
efforts are insufficient, must seek help from outside, including from the state
department of education. The following suggestions are intended to indicate ways
districts and schools can build capacity:

• Assess your own institutional capacity for improvement.

• Look for successful models in settings similar to your own.

• Engage key staff in advance planning.

• Connect with sources of knowledge outside your own school and district.

• Concentrate state and district capacity-building efforts where they are most
needed.

• Remember that educational reform takes time, and the results may not be
apparent immediately.
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Assess Your Own Institutional Capacity for Improvement

Begin with institutional self-assessment. Try to catalogue the skills and experience
that exist within a school or district that can be brought to bear on the problems of
low achievement. One approach is to review past reform efforts to identify the skills
that were required and the people in the school or district who possessed those skills,
identify any barriers to the reform, and devise strategies for overcoming those barri-
ers if they are applicable to current reform efforts.

Another element of self-assessment is to look for practices that may be systematically
reducing capacity for some schools and students. A good example of this is the com-
mon practice of allowing teachers with greater seniority first choice of school
assignments. Over time, this leads to stark differences in the distribution of experi-
enced and inexperienced teachers and, as a consequence, differences in per-pupil
expenditures (Roza and Hill, 2003). Under these conditions, schools do not have
equal capacity to promote student achievement.

Look for Successful Models in Settings Similar to Your Own

Similar schools and districts that have demonstrated high levels of achievement can
provide invaluable models for improvement. Few schools or districts are completely
unique; most have companion schools or districts that face similar challenges and
have similar resources to meet them. This group can provide useful models of effec-
tive (and ineffective) strategies. Some states make it easy to identify similar schools
as a part of their accountability systems; in other cases, it may take a special effort to
find them. But making the effort to talk with those involved can yield large benefits.

Engage Key Staff in Advance Planning

Do not wait until your school or district has been identified as needing improvement.
Think ahead about what actions you might take to maximize student learning out-
comes, and engage staff in efforts to move in that direction.

Connect with Outside Sources of Knowledge

It may be necessary to look outside your school or district for ideas that will help you
improve. Seek out other sources, such as national teacher or principal networks, uni-
versity schools of education, and educational research labs and centers. These
resources may help you generate ideas for reform. Or if you have changes in mind,
such resources may provide a useful sounding board for your plans, comparing them
with the experiences of others.

Concentrate State and District Capacity-Building Efforts Where They Are
Most Needed

States and districts in which many schools need improvement may find that they
lack the human and financial resources to provide assistance to all the schools. In
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such cases, it will be important to determine where your efforts are most essential
and most likely to succeed. This may require devising a tiered system in which the
schools with the greatest need and the lowest level of capacity receive a high level of
intervention, and schools that are less needy or that have greater internal resources
receive some guidance but less direct assistance. It is important for providers to
understand what kinds of tasks may be too difficult for schools to undertake by
themselves. For example, most schools, on their own, lack the capacity to develop
curricula that are aligned with the standards, so the development must take place at
a higher level in the system.

Remember That Educational Reform Takes Time

Too often, educators look for “quick fixes,” and NCLB’s AYP provisions may encour-
age a focus on rapid improvement. However, some degree of patience is warranted.
Expecting dramatic improvement in one or two years is likely to lead to a cycle of
rapid reforms that never have a chance to “stick.” An initial boost in average test
scores occurred in the first couple of years after states implemented test-based
accountability systems, but scores leveled off after that, and it was harder to sustain
growth. In addition, stability of staff over time is critical if schools are to change. The
lowest-performing schools tend to have high rates of turnover among teachers and
principals. This may be one of the first problems to address in creating an atmo-
sphere that will support sustained reforms. Addressing turnover problems requires
involvement of administrators and policymakers at the state and district levels and, if
the problem is severe enough, may warrant fairly dramatic actions, such as offering
bonuses to teachers who choose to remain in poorly performing schools. One
approach that districts might take is to analyze what would be needed in terms of
facilities, staff, and support to turn a poorly performing school into a school that
effective teachers and administrators will find an attractive place to work, then to
take action to create that environment in each poorly performing school.

USING STANDARDS TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION

NCLB assumes that the standards will be the primary means of communicating what
is expected of students and that the standards will be an adequate basis for curricular
and instructional planning and improvement. However, teachers in states with stan-
dards-based accountability systems have struggled to translate standards into effec-
tive curricula and instruction. In some cases, this is due to teachers’ lack of familiar-
ity with the standards; in others, it is a result of overly general standards that do not
adequately communicate goals. In most cases, it is probably a combination of both.
Some actions that can be taken to improve the usefulness of standards are discussed
below:

• Obtain a copy of your state’s standards, study them, and provide opportunities
for staff to discuss the standards throughout the year.

• Engage staff in the exercise of mapping your school or district’s curriculum to the
standards.
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• Make connections with outside institutions and experts who can provide advice
on translating standards into instruction.

• Supplement state standards with materials that clarify specific learning goals.

• Communicate information about the standards to parents.

Study Your State’s Standards and Provide Opportunities for Discussion

The standards should be the initial focus of professional development for teachers
and of the informal discussions that take place among school staff. Staff should also
discuss student work and test results in the context of the standards. These activities
not only help teachers understand students’ strengths and weaknesses relative to the
standards and adjust their teaching accordingly; they are also likely to reduce the
probability that teachers will focus excessively on the test itself rather than on the
standards.

Engage Staff in Mapping the School or District Curriculum to the Standards

Engaging staff in the study of curriculum and standards can be useful at all levels. For
example, even if the district had mandated a curriculum that is presumably aligned
with the standards, teachers will benefit from examining the ways in which that cur-
riculum is and is not preparing students to master the standards. If they identify
gaps, the staff members should work together to develop lesson plans and materials
that address the aspects of the standards that are missing.

Make Connections with Outside Institutions and Experts

It will be important to make connections with outside institutions and experts who
can provide advice on translating standards into instruction; these may be some of
the same institutions that help with other aspects of capacity-building.

Supplement State Standards with Materials That Clarify Specific Learning
Goals

It may be necessary to supplement state standards with more-detailed descriptions
of goals and objectives so that teachers and administrators understand what stu-
dents are expected to know and be able to do. Supplemental materials may include
examples of student work and lessons that illustrate specific standards.

Communicate Information About the Standards to Parents

Parents need to know exactly what is expected of their children so that they can sup-
port the schools’ efforts to teach toward the standards. Discussion of the state’s
expectations for students can serve as an effective tool for engaging parents more
actively in their children’s learning. Descriptions of how specific assignments or stu-
dent work samples are linked to standards are likely to be especially helpful to par-
ents.
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USING ASSESSMENT RESULTS TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION

While the standards are the primary means through which the state communicates
expected student performance, the state assessments are the means used to judge
actual student performance, specifically which standards have been met and which
have not. For the tests to work as the law intends, they must produce high-quality
information in a clear and intelligible format in a timely manner. Furthermore,
teachers, parents, and other stakeholders must be given the appropriate assistance to
help them use test results effectively. Some specific actions to promote these out-
comes are listed below:

• Require test developers to present results in a clear and useful format.

• Educate users of test information about the meaning of test scores and score
reports.

• Educate users about the appropriate use of test results.

• Train teachers to translate test results into instructionally relevant information.

• Help teachers monitor student progress toward meeting standards throughout
the year.

• Do not allow the standards that are tested to overshadow the standards that are
not tested.

• Design the testing system so it is resistant to score inflation.

• Publish used test items annually so that everyone can see the content and format
that are used.

Require Test Developers to Present Results in a Clear and Useful Format

While test development is a highly technical process, there is no reason that test
results cannot be presented in a manner that teachers, students, and parents can
understand. The report should include information about individual performance
and information about the accuracy of the scores. Well-described performance stan-
dards can serve as a basis for score reporting.

Educate Users of Test Information

The first obstacle to appropriate test use is misunderstanding about the meaning of
test scores and score reports. Teachers and parents should be given simple, clear
information to help them understand what the numbers in the test reports mean. For
example, they need to know whether a score of 70 means that a student is at the 70th
percentile compared to a national norming group (in the case of a norm-referenced
test) or whether it means the student answered 70 percent of the questions correctly
(as might be the case with a criterion-referenced test). Similarly, they need a reason-
able understanding of the accuracy of the score, which is usually expressed as a con-
fidence interval. Most users should not need to have taken a course in measurement
theory or test design, and they probably should not need to know how to interpret
reliability and validity coefficients, but they should have a clear understanding of the
score report and the numbers that appear there. For example, parents need to know
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whether the difference between their child’s reading and math scores is large enough
to warrant attention or whether it results primarily from measurement error. They
also need to know that someone, in the state or district, is paying attention to techni-
cal concerns, such as reliability and validity, so they can use the score reports with
confidence. Those who disseminate information about the technical quality of tests
must provide information that is relevant to the ways that test scores are used. A
standard internal consistency reliability coefficient, for example, is not useful for
understanding rates of error in a testing program that uses performance levels or cut
scores; misclassification rates are far more informative.

Educate Users About the Appropriate Use of Test Results

Once teachers and parents understand the meaning of test scores and their level of
accuracy, they need to understand what uses of the information are appropriate. For
example, schools that use cut scores on tests to determine whether students are
retained in grade or placed in special programs must be made aware of current pro-
fessional guidelines regarding appropriate use of test scores and must be made
aware of the possibilities for error in this type of decision. Parents need to under-
stand how to respond to test-score information for their child or for their child’s
school. All users of test scores should be informed about the limitations of scores as
measures of student achievement, perhaps through brief and readable summaries of
the professional testing standards (AERA, APA, and NCME, 1999).

Train Teachers in Interpreting Test Results

Most score reports provide a reasonable indication of how one student compares to a
broad national norming group or to specific performance expectations, and most
score reports also show how a group of students (e.g., a class) performs on a subset of
skills. But score reports are not very helpful for instructional planning. Broad subject
ratings, such as “proficient in mathematics” or “basic in reading,” offer very little
help to teachers trying to develop curriculum or plan lessons. Even scores on sub-
scales, such as comprehension or computation, do not offer much guidance for
focusing specific lessons. Test developers tend to aggregate information differently
than instructional designers do and tend to focus on the test specifications more
than on the standards. Thus, teachers need assistance in using information from
tests for such instructional purposes as grouping students, identifying curriculum,
and planning lessons.

The Grow Network (www.grownetwork.com) provides an example of how this might
be done. Grow reanalyzes information from standardized tests and prepares score
reports that describe student performance on clusters of test items that are instruc-
tionally linked; they also suggest approaches for teaching these skills. Grow score
reports also provide teachers with profiles of their students’ strengths and weak-
nesses along instructionally relevant dimensions. This form of reporting should help
teachers understand how to use test results to improve their students’ test perfor-
mance and may help them avoid focusing exclusively on test items at the expense of
the broader standards. The teachers and administrators can conduct the same type
of analysis without outside support. In some ways, the do-it-yourself approach may
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be better, because all the participants have to think through the skill analysis and be
involved in instructional planning.

Help Teachers Monitor Student Progress Throughout the Year

Annual assessments are generally adequate for accountability purposes but are not
very helpful for ongoing instructional planning. Teachers would benefit if they could
monitor the progress of their students toward meeting standards on a regular basis.
Periodic information on student performance would also be helpful to administra-
tors in their capacity as instructional leaders.

One way to accomplish this would be to adopt an interim assessment system to pro-
vide feedback to teachers and students throughout the school year rather than only
at the end of the year. Such systems may use computers or paper-and-pencil tests
and generally involve administration of a small number of test items, aligned with
the standards, at frequent intervals (e.g., every four to six weeks). The tests are either
scored by a computer or by the classroom teacher; either way, results are available
immediately so that teachers can use the profiles of strengths and weaknesses that
the tests reveal to made midcourse instructional corrections. The advantages of
computerized administration and scoring include more timely feedback and the
possibility for automatic generation of score reports that will help teachers under-
stand their students’ strengths and weaknesses in specific content areas. An alterna-
tive to a formal system is to have teachers design their own standards-based class-
room assessments and use them throughout the year. This effort is likely to be quite
time consuming and is more likely to be done well if teachers work together than if
individual teachers try to do it alone. Another variation on this theme is the use of
regular curriculum-embedded assessments, which are designed as part of the cur-
riculum to provide information about student mastery of specific units or assign-
ments.

Do Not Allow the Standards That Are Tested to Overshadow the Standards
that Are Not Tested

Most states have created content standards in five or six major subject areas, includ-
ing reading, mathematics, science, history and social studies, and music and art.
Some have also adopted standards in other subjects, such as practical living and
vocational studies, geography, and civics. The breadth of state standards reflects the
goals that states have for students and the belief that school should provide students
with a well-rounded education preparing them for citizenship and a wide range of
social roles. NCLB emphasizes achievement in reading and mathematics by requir-
ing testing in these subjects. One consequence of such high-stakes testing when
states have tried it in the past has been reallocation of instructional time to tested
subjects from nontested ones. Class time for reading and mathematics increased
while that for social studies, science, history, music, art, etc., decreased. A similar
reallocation is likely to occur as a consequence of NCLB, and it is important for poli-
cymakers to be clear about their priorities and communicate them unambiguously to
educators.
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Some reallocation may occur within the subjects of reading and mathematics, as
well. For a variety of reasons, large-scale standardized tests do not include all the
objectives contained in a comprehensive set of standards and do not require stu-
dents to demonstrate their knowledge in many different ways. As a result, high-
stakes testing has caused teachers to focus on the areas of reading and mathematics
that are included in the test and on the formats that are used in the test. For example,
reading comprehension is often tested by having students read short passages then
answer multiple-choice questions about the passages. In states that use such tests,
instruction begins to mimic testing, i.e., teachers substitute short passages for long
ones and multiple-choice questions for other response formats. Another concern
when tests are for accountability is that teachers begin to focus on incidental aspects
of the test that are irrelevant to the subject, such as the way problems are formatted
or the specific words that are used. Preparing students by focusing on these unim-
portant details is inappropriate. Administrators need to sensitize teachers to the
possible problems of reallocation and make sure they maintain an appropriate bal-
ance in their curriculum and instruction so students master the standards as fully as
possible. Schools or districts might survey the enacted curriculum to obtain informa-
tion for monitoring overall content coverage and exposure.

Design the Testing System to Be Resistant to Score Inflation

Scores on high-stakes tests often rise without a corresponding rise in student
achievement because of familiarity with the test items, narrowing of the curriculum,
focused test preparation, and other factors. Test scores that are influenced by score
inflation lose their utility for helping parents, educators, and policymakers make
decisions about how to improve student performance. The state or its contractor
should design the testing system in ways that minimize this potential effect.
Approaches to reducing score inflation include changing the test items each year and
varying the formats of the items, rather than relying on a single format, such as mul-
tiple choice. In addition, the state can use the results of NAEP or other auditing
mechanisms to identify score inflation in its early stages, so that additional actions
can be taken to reduce it.

Release Test Items Annually

To help teachers understand how the test is aligned with standards, teachers must be
able to see the test and talk about specific items with their colleagues. Parents, too,
benefit from seeing the test. Reusing the same form year after year, as some states
now do, prevents the tests from becoming transparent and increases the likelihood
of score inflation. Instead, states should administer different test forms each year,
with enough overlapping items for the scores to be linked from one year to the next.

CREATING EFFECTIVE INCENTIVES

A cornerstone of most test-based accountability models is reliance on incentives for
teachers and other school staff to motivate good performance and discourage poor
performance. As we discussed in Chapter Three, for an incentive system to work as
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intended, the rewards and sanctions must be meaningful to teachers, the goals must
be viewed as attainable and as related to teachers’ efforts (as opposed to factors not
under teachers’ control), and the system must not encourage such undesirable
behaviors as excessive coaching. Some specific actions that can be taken to promote
an effective incentive system include the following:

• monitor how teachers and other staff are reacting to the rewards and sanctions

• implement additional incentives at the school or district level

• create uniform incentives for students.

Monitor How Teachers and Other Staff React to the Rewards and Sanctions

This may be done through a variety of formal and informal methods, including
interviews or surveys administered to samples of teachers across schools. Important
information to collect includes teachers’ perceptions of whether the goals are realis-
tic and teachers’ reports of changes in their practices in response to the incentives.
Feedback from this type of data collection can help those responsible for creating
incentives make adjustments if the system does not appear to be working. This kind
of feedback can also help districts and schools design professional-development
activities that help teachers understand how their practices have changed and that
give them strategies for responding to the reward system in a way that does not
detract from the quality of instruction.

Implement Additional Incentives at the School or District Level

Additional incentives may be beneficial if teachers or school administrators do not
perceive the state’s incentive system to be meaningful or important. School princi-
pals, for example, may find it helpful to design reward systems that recognize out-
standing performance among teachers within their schools. Any incentive system
must be very carefully designed and must be monitored on an ongoing basis to
determine whether participants in the system are responding in appropriate and
educationally beneficial ways.

Create Uniform Incentives for Students

A system that holds educators accountable for student performance without recog-
nizing the roles that students play in enhancing their own learning may be perceived
as unfair and may ultimately be ineffective if students do not adopt the goals of the
system. A system that places some of the consequences for performance on students
is inherently more balanced, and therefore more likely to promote the desired goals,
than a system that ignores students’ roles. Of course there are risks associated with
rewarding and sanctioning students, and any system that does so must proceed with
caution. A well-thought-out reward system, however, may be warranted to ensure
student buy-in, particularly among students in the higher grades. Doing this formally
may reduce some of the unwanted inequities that can arise if individual schools or
teachers impose their own informal pressures on students through pep rallies, moti-
vational speakers, special breakfasts, and other means.
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HELPING PARENTS MAKE EFFECTIVE CHOICES

The framers of the legislation place great emphasis on the importance of parental
choice, including choice of schools and decisions about supplemental services. The
accountability model assumes that parents whose children attend schools that are
not improving will have options, i.e., that effective supplemental services and suc-
cessful alternate schools will be available to educate their children. Yet, early evi-
dence suggests this option is not working as envisioned. Some districts are already
closing off the parental choice option because the number of potential transfers
exceeds the supply of spaces in successful schools. In other districts, in which trans-
fers are more widely available, parents are not taking advantage of this option. The
following actions may help improve parents’ decisionmaking capacity and districts’
capacity to provide the kinds of choices and services that parents want:

• Produce reports geared to the needs of parents.

• Engage parent groups to help design a communication strategy.

• Critically appraise the qualifications of providers of supplemental services.

• Develop programs to help parents assist their own children, whether or not
choice or supplemental services are offered.

Produce Reports Geared to the Needs of Parents

To make effective choices, parents must be given the information they need in a form
they can understand. For example, to choose among schools, parents need a broad
array of information on the schools that are available to them, as well as on the
school that their children currently attend. This information should begin with test
scores and the meaning of reported differences in scores among schools. But the
information should also include other factors that parents are likely to consider when
they make choices, such as information about school safety, the availability of after-
school programs, and the qualifications of staff. Similarly, if parents are given choices
about supplemental services, they need information to help them judge which type
of service or provider will be most effective for their child. This information would
help parents better exercise their options and might engage them more deeply in
their child’s education and in the life of the school.

Engage Parent Groups to Help Design a Communication Strategy

Parents are arguably in the best position to determine what kind of information, and
in what form, is likely to be most useful. This is particularly true for parents whose
first language is not English or who may be unlikely to seek information from tradi-
tional sources. Districts and schools should look for ways to communicate with par-
ents through nontraditional (for schools) means, such as the radio, church groups, or
local sporting events. Low-income parents are less likely than high-income parents
to have access to informal, personal networks for gathering information on schools
(Schneider, Teske, and Marshall, 2000) and therefore have a particular need for for-
mal but accessible information-dissemination mechanisms.
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Critically Appraise the Qualifications of Providers of Supplemental Services

Districts and schools should not take the claims of providers at face value without
investigating their records, particularly their success working with similar students in
similar conditions. Many parents will lack the resources to conduct a critical evalua-
tion of the quality of these providers, so districts or schools should conduct such
evaluations themselves and share the results with parents. As these providers serve
more students, districts should continue to monitor the quality and update the eval-
uative information as appropriate.

Develop Programs to Help Parents Assist Their Own Children

Parents can play a role in the sucess of NCLB by supporting their children’s learning.
To take on that role, parents need to understand what their children are expected to
learn (standards) and must be able to use information about their children’s perfor-
mance (assessments) to figure out how to help them at home. Schools or districts
should provide parents with easy-to-understand information about standards and
assessments, their teachers’ grading practices and expectations, and how to support
their children’s learning. A good example of useful information for parents is the
publication of reading lists geared toward the students’ ages and performance levels.
Several states and districts publish such lists.

GOING BEYOND THE ACCOUNTABILITY DATA

NCLB assumes that educators can address the factors that have contributed to low
levels of achievement effectively and that the way to make this happen is through a
combination of high standards, powerful incentives, and technical assistance. If this
is not the case—for example if poor achievement is due to high levels of student
mobility—this model of accountability is not likely to be an effective strategy for
improvement. Neither incentives nor the options for supplemental services or
parental choice are likely to address the root cause of the problem.

Consequently, one important step in responding to NCLB is to try to consider the
possible reasons that student performance is low. If this is due to factors outside the
school’s control, it may be possible to engage other organizations or institutions in
addressing the problems. We do not mean to suggest that districts and school can
ignore factors they perceive to be “beyond their control” but that they have to be cre-
ative in trying to find ways to accomplish their educational goals despite these con-
ditions. Some possible specific actions include the following:

• try to diagnose the nature of the problems facing the school or district

• seek outside expertise for problems that accountability does not address directly

• be prepared to seek additional financial resources, if needed, to supplement
available funds

• be cognizant of the political environment in which NCLB is operating.
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Try to Diagnose the Nature of the Problems

This might occur as part of the capacity-building efforts discussed earlier and should
take into account the broad contextual factors that influence student achievement.
Where possible, capitalize on the pressures of NCLB as a lever for change to address
specific concerns. For example, if student motivation is low, the NCLB incentive
system may need to be modified to provide clear incentives for students in addition
to educators. However, realize that some problems are not likely to be affected by the
accountability mechanism.

Seek Outside Expertise

For problems that accountability does not serve well, such as high student mobility
or low levels of parent involvement, look for other policy options. These options
might include consulting with organizations outside the school system that have rel-
evant capability and interest, such as local organizations that work with neighbor-
hood groups and that can assist in communicating with and engaging parents.

Be Prepared to Seek Additional Financial Resources

In some cases the problems might require additional resources that are not available
as part of the accountability system, which in turn would require the development of
a plan for seeking out resources (e.g., grant writing, lobbying for increased taxes).
Many of these problems may not be easy to solve but it is important for both educa-
tors and policymakers to identify which mechanisms are best for addressing which
problems and to allocate efforts and resources accordingly.

Be Cognizant of the Political Environment

For better or worse, education has become a leading issue among politicians at the
local, state, and national levels. This may create an unfamiliar situation for many
educators. For example, educators are likely to be much more closely watched than
in the past, there will be greater pressure for short-term improvement, and policies
may be volatile as governing groups change with election cycles. We are not suggest-
ing that educators should become politicians but that they need to be aware of the
political pressures. It will take a steady hand at the helm to make a system like NCLB
work. Someone needs to be responsible for resisting the changing winds and buffet-
ing seas. Success may depend, in part, on building political capital for a particular
agenda.

CONCLUSIONS

State, district, and school administrators have many decisions to make as they
implement the NCLB accountability provisions, and their choices are likely to affect
the success of the program. To make good decisions about each component, educa-
tors need to understand the elements of the model and how they are supposed to
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function, as well as the assumptions underlying the model. This paper offers some
guidance to school, district, and state policymakers as they implement NCLB. No
specific set of guidelines is likely to fit every local context, but we hope this discus-
sion provides a starting point for policymakers and educators as they move ahead in
this challenging undertaking.
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